
An analysis of 250,000 email button 

designs

EMAIL BUTTONS



WHAT IS CLICK-THROUGH RATE?

If you ask any email marketer, they will tell you that one of the most important and most 

challenging email metrics is: click-through rate.

CTR, or email click rate is an email metric or KPI that calculates the number of 

people who clicked on a link inserted in an email, regardless of the format: 

hyperlink, link in an image or video, email button, etc.

HOW IS CTR CALCULATED?

Click-through rate is calculated through the following equation:

Click rate = 

Email clicked

Email sent - bounces



WHAT IS A GOOD CLICK-THROUGH RATE?

The average click rate for all industries analyzed by Mailchimp in 2019 is 2.62%.

Industry Average click rate
Arts and artists 2.95%

Beauty and Personal Care 1.92%

Business and Finance 2.72%

Computers and Electronics 2.08%

Government 3.99%

 Entertainment and Events 2.36%

Health and Fitness 2.69%

Home and Garden 3.03%

Marketing and Advertising 2.04%

Non-Profit 2.79%

Politics 2.37%

Real Estate 1.77%

Restaurant 1.34%

Travel and Transportation 2.25%

Vitamin Supplements 1.62%

Average Totals 2.62%

Here’s a list of the average 
click rates by industry:



Click-through rate is considered an engagement metric. It provides insight into 

how interesting your email subscribers find your content.

WHY IS CLICK-THROUGH RATE 

IMPORTANT?

If your CTR is high, then you know 

that your subscribers find the content 

you send them relevant and valuable. 

It speaks to them and piques their 

interest.

If your CTR is lower and lower with each 
campaign, it tells you that you are doing 

something wrong. You might not be 

sending the right message to your 

subscribers.

This allows you to take a step back and reconsider your email content. It also tells you that your 

call to actions are not pertinent enough.



A study found that button-based CTAs increased 
click-through rates by 28% over link-based CTAs.

This is due to a simple logic: if your call to action is 

visible and stands out enough, people will be more 

inclined to click it.

We analyzed over 250,000 emails created by 
marketers and email designers using our email 

builder. And we compiled all the data that tells us 

what most email CTA buttons look like.

HOW TO DESIGN A CLICKABLE 

EMAIL BUTTON?

https://chamaileon.io/


ANATOMY OF AN EMAIL BUTTON

font, size, color, 

and word 

choice

TEXT
paddings and 

margins

SPACING

image or color

BACKGROUND
radius, color, 

and paddings

BORDERS



BORDERS

The most used border radius is 5 px, with over 102,000 

emails in which buttons have rounded corners. This gives 

the email button a polished look and makes it feel more 

modern and ergonomic.

The second most used border used is 0px. This gives the 

buttons a harsher, more imposing feel. 

Border radius
How round is the email border?

5px border radius

0px border radius



BORDERS

Another popular border radius preference is 36px.

Border radius

36px border radius

Starting from 35 pixel border radius, you won't really be 

able to see a difference between button styles. The 

rounder your border is, the more your button looks like "a 

pill" - as our email designer likes to joke.

50px border radius

38px border radius

40px border radius



Most email buttons don't have any border padding (0px). 

The second most used border padding is 1px.

Border padding

0px 232,048 1px 10,704

2px 4,013 3px 651

4 px 398 5 px 135

Some email button designs use padding on the button 

and left sides only. This creates the illusion of a shadow 

effect. 

It also looks great on dark mode: when the dark grey is 

inverted into a lighter shade, the email button looks as 

if it was illuminated.

0px border padding 2px border padding 5px border padding



Your button border color should be compatible with the 

overall email color palette and the button's background 

color.

Border color

In conclusion, there isn't a best-case practice for 

border color. The data doesn't reflect a specific 

pattern.

Border colors should simply respect the email color 

palette.

7.5% white 3.3% black

Email example from Touch of Modern, 2021



BACKGROUND COLOR

Email CTAs should be imposing and easily detected. 

The goal is to grab the attention of the subscriber right 

away. A contrasting email button color should do the 

trick.

22% 22% of email buttons have a 

transparent background color.

Transparent background
White 40%

Black 21%

Grey 14%

Red 7%

Blue-Green 6%

Blue 4%

Yellow 3%

Orange 3%

Brown 3%

17% 17% of email buttons have a 

background image instead of 

a solid color.

Background image

The rest are divided as shown in the graph above.



BACKGROUND IMAGE

17% of email buttons have a background image instead 

of a solid color.

It's important to remember that email clients such as 

Outlook make it especially difficult to support button 

background images.

Email example from Gravity Blankets, 2021

As you probably already know, Outlook breaks email designs. 

And email buttons are no different.

If you want to use an image in your button's background, make 

sure to take into consideration VML codes and to set up a 

fallback background color.

Optimizing images for Outlook
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PADDING

Paddings make the button a button. Bigger padding means more space where fingers 

and cursors can click.

The bigger the button, the easier it is to click it.

More than 24,000 email buttons use 10px 
padding on all sides, which looks like this:

We recommend to always add left and right 
padding even if it's not needed just to have 

some “empty” space around your button label.



You might have noticed that your email 

buttons look awesome in Gmail but were blurry 

and unclickable in Outlook.

This is because Outlook uses their own 

language format called VML. VML can mess 

with your HTML buttons easily. So if you haven’t 

prepared your button for Outlook with VML 

codes, they will look broken.

HOW DIFFERENT EMAIL 

CLIENTS MIGHT IMPACT 

YOUR CTA DESIGN

HTML email buttons can look very 
different in various email clients. 



Here a few tips to always keep in mind when coding an HTML email button.

YOUR EMAIL BUTTON CHECKLIST

Never use an Image as a button

Don’t insert a raw hyperlink in your 

email

Email buttons should go where they say

Don’t send emails without any CTAs

Make sure your whole button surface 

is clickable
Use a fallback color for your background



1NEVER USE AN IMAGE AS A BUTTON

Some email clients or subscribers might 

block images in your emails. This will 

make your images look like this: 

The link will still work, but it looks 

unprofessional and not trustworthy.

Read more |  The marketer’s ultimate 
guide to embedding images in email

DON’T INSERT A RAW HYPERLINK IN YOUR EMAIL

A raw link looks like this: 

https://chamaileon.io. 

Adding a raw link in your 

emails instead of a 

bulletproof email button 

can affect your 

deliverability and trigger 

spam filters.

Not to mention that it 

doesn’t enable you to 

track your clicks, and it 

looks very 

unprofessional.

Source: Litmus
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https://chamaileon.io/resources/embed-image-in-email-guide/


3 Never lie to your subscribers about the 

destination of the CTAs. If you are talking 

about a blog post, your CTA should redirect 

them to the post. If you are offering a discount 

on a certain product, your email button should 

lead to

It’s important to double-check all your email 

buttons before sending, especially if you are 

using master email modules.

But everyone makes mistakes, and if you 

happen to send an email with the wrong link, 

the best thing you can do is send a follow-up 

apology email with the correct link.

Here’s an example of a correction email from 

ReallyGoodEmails, after they sent the wrong 

link in one of their campaigns.

EMAIL BUTTONS SHOULD GO WHERE 

THEY SAY Really Good Emails: Oops! Speaking of Templates…



4
What’s the point, really? If you send any kind of 

email, your goal is to engage with your 

audience. Even if it’s an informational email, 

like a policy update, or a “letter from our CEO”, 

your email should always include some kind of 

call to action.

Here’s an example of a clever email that used 

a little creativity, and thought outside the box, 

when it came to their CTAs.

DON’T SEND EMAILS WITHOUT ANY CTAS



5MAKE SURE YOUR WHOLE BUTTON 

SURFACE IS CLICKABLE

The parts of email buttons that are not 

clickable are often:

It’s important to make sure that the whole 

surface of your button is clickable, and not 

only the text parts.

Borders

And in some cases, paddings. Paddings 

make the button’s “empty” space and that’s 

where people like to click!

In Chamaileon's email editor, you can choose 

to make your buttons fully clickable or not with 

a flick of a switch.



6USE A FALLBACK COLOR FOR YOUR BUTTON IMAGE BACKGROUND

If you choose to use a background 

image in your call to action, take 

into account the email clients that 

don't support this option.

Simply select a fallback 

background color that will replace 

your image if needed.

Make sure to choose a color that 

goes well with your button border 

and text colors.



Testing, testing, testing. It's the sure way 

to sending perfect emails. Before sending 

out any campaign, make sure to test it 

out.

TEST YOUR EMAILS

Make sure that all links are working

Check how your buttons will look 

on different email clients.

Preview how your buttons will look 

on mobile and adjust the design if 

needed.

No need for email testing tools! Using Chamaileon you 

can preview your designs on mobile and desktop.

Learn all about email testing from our latest ebook.
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https://chamaileon.io/email-testing-guide/


Reference:

https://mailchimp.com/en/resources/email-marketing-benchmarks/ 

https://www.campaignmonitor.com/blog/email-marketing/buttons-email-marketing-campaigns/

sync your email 

templates to your 

ESP.

Integrate
organize your 

emails and email 

assets in folders.

Organize

design professional 

emails without 

coding.

Build
invite your team 

and build emails 

together, in real 

time.

Collaborate
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